PUNTA GORDA AIRPORT:
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Economic Activity Analysis for:
➢ Existing scheduled air service
➢ Generic new air service
➢ All airport economic activity
excluding air service
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Punta Gorda Airport is a critical economic engine for Charlotte County. The airport supports
475 FTE jobs directly. Combined with local employment generated by net visitor spending and by
airport entity commercial spending, after an assumption of only 30% visitor spend occurring in
Charlotte County, the Airport supports 1,699 FTE jobs in the County. Those 1,699 in-county FTE
jobs have an estimated annual labor income of $60.5 million dollars. Overall economic output
within Charlotte County is $208.3 million.

Allegiant has an aircraft and crew base at Punta Gorda with six locally based state-of-the-art new
A320 aircraft. This base supports 183 well-paying jobs, with the majority of employees living in
Charlotte County. The Airport’s air service, provided by Allegiant and Frontier, provides nonstop
low fare flights to 33 destinations throughout the Northeast, Midwest, mid-Atlantic and South
Central United States. While a majority of passengers on these flights are inbound visitors, the
services do provide local residents with excellent flight options for trips out-of-state.

The airport is home to 399 aircraft and helicopters. A majority (84%) of these aircraft are single
engine general aviation aircraft. The airport saw 80,834 flight operations in 2016, or an average
of 221 per day. Eighteen non-airline aviation businesses support 120 FTE jobs at the Airport.

Both the extensive air service and convenient general aviation facilities enabled an estimated
276,300 visitors-by-air to Charlotte County and the surrounding region. These visitors, even after
diluting their spending economic impact to 30% local or in-county, still spend $46.350 million
dollars annually in Charlotte County.

The following page summarizes the Charlotte County economic impact analysis from this report.
This chart uses the diluted 30% of net visitor spend in-county to achieve its total estimate.

The Punta Gorda Airport is an economic engine for Charlotte County and Southwestern Florida.
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The Punta Gorda Airport is also a significant economic engine for the entire Southwest Florida
region. The primary difference between Charlotte County economic impact and regional impact
is the broader economic impact of net visitor-by-air spending. We assumed only 30% of that
spending occurred in Charlotte County. When 100% of net visitor-by-air spending is considered
to occur in the region, regardless of county, the Punta Gorda Airport’s contribution to the regional
economy increases dramatically.

The following page summarizes the total regional economic impact of the Airport, its businesses
and employees and most importantly, a 100% measure of the economic impact of the net visitorsby-air that the Airport facilitated with its air service and its general aviation activity.

Regionally, the Airport is responsible for;

-

2,546 FTE jobs vis direct effect with $74.5 million in annual payroll;

-

Another 1,072 FTE jobs with $35.86 million in annual payroll via indirect or induced effect;

-

A regional total of 3,618 FTE jobs and $110.4 million in annual payroll;

-

A total of $353.2 million in annual economic output;

-

An estimated $24.8 million in annual state and local tax generation;

-

An estimated $28.5 million in annual federal tax generation.
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Intangibles – Some economic impacts are not readily measurable by data surveys and software
analysis. The Punta Gorda Airport offers the following intangible but noteworthy benefits to the
County and region.
Airfare Savings – About 10 million domestic airline passengers used the Punta Gorda, Fort Myers
and Sarasota Airports in 2016. The average domestic fares paid by these passengers was $72.45
at Punta Gorda, $155.37 at Fort Myers and $190.56 at Sarasota. Punta Gorda’s low fares are an
economic benefit to the County and the region. The low fare air services at Punta Gorda also hold
down air fares at Fort Myers and Sarasota. In other words, without Punta Gorda air service the
average domestic fares at Fort Myers and Sarasota would be measurably higher than shown.
This regional fare discipline enables significant resident and visitor-by-air airfare savings. In
simple terms if the 9 million annual passengers who used the other airports saved $10 each
because of Punta Gorda’s downward pressure on airfares, that is $90 million in annual consumer
savings.

Emergency Services - The Punta Gorda Airport is home to AEROMED, the 24 hour on-call
emergency medical helicopter service. Placement at the Airport reduces emergency reaction
times significantly in Charlotte County. The Airport is also home to the Charlotte County Sheriff’s
Department which bases five emergency service helicopters at the Airport.
Quality of Live Enhancement – Many people live or have second homes, in Charlotte County or
other parts of Southwest Florida. The availability of low fare nonstop air service to 33 domestic
destinations improves the mobility of local residents to travel conveniently on low fares. It also
enhances the ability of people living out-of-state to own or rent local property or to visit and rent
lodging. Thus, the low fare mobility of Punta Gorda air service enhances the local housing market,
rental market and hotel/motel market.

In summary, the Punta Gorda Airport is a significant economic engine for Charlotte County and
the Southwest Florida region.
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STUDY OUTLINE

Background
The Punta Gorda Airport is a public airport located three miles southeast of Punta Gorda, Florida,
in Charlotte County. The Airport has three runways on 1,934 acres of land. The Airport hosts 24
aviation related businesses, 12 non-aviation related businesses and some 399-based aircraft,
ranging from small two seat general aviation aircraft to 177-seat Airbus airliners. The Bailey
Terminal hosts two airlines offering nonstop service to thirty-three destinations. In 2016 the
Airport’s runways saw 80,834 flight operations and the terminal building was used by 1,118,303
arriving and departing passengers.

In short, the Punta Gorda Airport is a significant economic engine for Punta Gorda and Charlotte
County. The Charlotte County Airport Authority has commissioned Volaire Aviation Consulting to
measure the economic contributions of the Airport to the local economy. This report measures
and estimates Airport economic activity for the year 2016, using common and accepted economic
impact formulas and software.

Goal
The goal of this economic activity study is to define all “runway dependent” economic activity at
the Airport and then calculate the impact of that activity on the surrounding area. “Runway
dependent” means activity which would not occur save for the existence of the Airport and its
runways. The surrounding area is defined as Charlotte County, the county in which the Airport
resides.

Calculating the local economic impact of an Airport is similar to calculating the impact of a factory,
a shopping mall, a hotel or any other place or facility that sustains employment and generates
commerce.
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This study will define and quantify local economic activity which would not occur except for the
Airport’s runways. This activity is measured in the following ways;
•

Jobs created and sustained;

•

The local impact of visitors brought to the region via the Airport;

•

Local commercial spending by Airport businesses and governmental bodies;

•

Local capital expenditures by Airport businesses and governmental bodies.

Basic economic theory states any economic activity has at a minimum three impacts:
•

Direct impact-the measurement of jobs and spending at the Airport;

•

Indirect impact-the ripple effect of economic activity beyond the Airport, but resulting from
Airport jobs and spending;

•

Induced impact-the third level of impact in which economic activity generated by people
and businesses benefited from the indirect impacts.

All three levels, direct, indirect and induced, when taken together form the estimated overall
economic impact of the Airport’s runway-dependent businesses and governmental bodies.
The impact of an Airport’s economic activity is typically measured at the county level. In this case,
economic activity will be measured for Charlotte County, Florida. As with any economic impact
analysis, political boundaries like a county line are not perfect dividers of economic activity. This
report endeavors, where possible, to dilute economic impacts where it is impossible to know for
certain how much of an impact occurred inside county lines and how much may have spilled into
an adjacent county.

Report Structure
This report will measure the Airport’s economic activity in three ways.

First will be a measurement of all Airport economic activity related to existing airline service. This
will include airport employment related to airline service and airline related commercial and capital
spending. Since Allegiant bases pilots, flight attendants and mechanics at Punta Gorda, this will
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be a significant source of local employment and employment related economic impact.

Second will be a measurement of all Airport economic activity that would occur should new,
hypothetical air service be added. The purpose of this modest analysis is to estimate the local
economic value of adding additional airline flights and destinations. Knowledge of the value of
added flights and routes can guide Airport decisions on incentives to recruit and support such
flights.

Third will be a measurement of all current (2016) Airport economic activity that is not airline or air
service related. This will include the numerous flight schools, chartered air service operators,
maintenance, overhaul and repair (MRO) facilities and various other on-airport entities that are
runway-dependent, but not related to air service.
The report will then total sections one and three to constitute a full picture of the Airport’s current
economic activity and local economic impact.
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STUDY METHOD AND PROCESS

Measuring Economic Activity
'Economic activity' is a broad term and can be measured in multiple ways. In general terms, it
means the level of activity, the number of transactions, the value of those transactions and the
overall creation of jobs, goods or services produced within an economic entity.

This can be as broad as measuring the economic activity of a country or as narrow as measuring
the economic activity of a single factory, retail store or hotel. On a macro level or country level,
economic activity can be measured by Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Beneath that, the county
level is commonly referred to as Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) while city level economic
activity is commonly measured by Gross Metropolitan Product (GMP).

Still further, this report strives to measure the economic activity and impact of an Airport upon the
county it is located in. At the local level, we will measure the economic impact of each job at the
airport, within the airline related and the non-airline sectors which consists of general aviation,
MRO, flight training as well as the “for-charter” sectors.
Survey Forms and Results: One essential element of measuring Airport economic activity is
gaining from each on-airport company or government body, by survey, the economic information
needed to calculate the scale and scope and thus the impact of on-field economic activity. Volaire
Aviation, assisted by the Airport Administration, surveyed all the airport tenants that are runwaydependent. The information provided by the survey is essential to generating the economic impact
estimates. The basic survey form consists of five questions and was sent to each airport tenant.
Entities surveyed could respond by using the Survey Monkey process or by other means. The
survey results for individual companies were totaled to keep confidential any sensitive economic
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data a company may have.

Other Data Sources: A host of data sources are accessed to provide the information needed to
complete this study. Airport Administration provided a range of (publicly available) information to
support the analysis of various economic activities at the Airport. Allegiant provided a range of
information related to its employment profile at Punta Gorda. Department of Transportation (DOT)
reports provided the necessary background on Punta Gorda airline passenger traffic needed to
project inbound visitor volumes. Various other sources provided information related to out-of-state
tourism spending and length of stay data.

Economic Activity and Impact Software
Volaire Aviation Consulting uses the IMPLAN economic modeling software. IMPLAN is a world
leader in providing economic impact data and modeling to governments, universities, and public
and private sector organizations for assessing the economic impacts of existing or projected
economic activity in all economic sectors. IMPLAN software takes survey and other collected data
and traces economic activity through the local economy and provides direct, indirect and induced
impacts on employment, wages and taxes.

The IMPLAN software is constantly updated with the latest US Bureau of Labor Statistics and
Bureau of Economic Analysis data as well as US Census data. The software also accesses
Regional Economic Information Systems (REIS). Using classic input-output analysis in
combination with regional specific social accounting matrices and multiplier models, IMPLAN
provides a highly accurate and adaptable model for its users. The IMPLAN database breaks out
captured economic data to the state, county and zip code level.

IMPLAN software is a widely and commonly accepted economic activity analysis tool. It was used
for the December 2016 “Economic Impact of Out-of-State Visitor Spending in Florida” report
issued by Tourism Economics, an Oxford Economics Company, on behalf of Visitor Florida.

Assumptions, Terms and Definitions
Assumptions: Any economic activity and impact study must make certain assumptions in the
process of analysis.
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Key assumptions in this study include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Runway dependent, as previously noted the study confines itself to economic activity that
relies on the Airport’s runways meaning if the Airport did not exist the economic activity
would either not occur or would take place somewhere else.

•

This study is a snapshot of various Airport economic activities. Economic activity is not
static as it can grow or shrink.

•

The Airport’s economic activity is assumed to take place in Charlotte County. As has been
noted, county lines are not perfect dividers of economic activity.

•

This study is only as good as the economic activity survey results gathered from the
various entities that populate the Airport.

•

The IMPLAN software is, as of this writing, programed with year 2015 economic data that
the software extrapolates forward to 2016 by its own internal formulas.

•

This study makes assumptions about dilution of economic impact, in order to remain
conservative in its conclusions. This means that, for example, airline inbound visitor traffic
and the resulting visitor spending is arbitrarily reduced by a significant factor to recognize
that a measurable portion of inbound visitor traffic leaves Charlotte County for other
nearby counties for a vacation stay. Volaire Aviation worked closely with Airport staff and
other local topic experts, to determine dilution factors for each economic activity assumed
to have them.

Terms and Definitions: Important terms used in this study and their definitions include:
Direct Impact – Economic impact generated on-site, in this case at the Airport. This includes
employment, payroll, commercial and capital expenditures at the Airport.
Indirect Impact – Economic impact that is not at the Airport, but is driven by on-airport economic
activity such as Airport workers spending their payroll locally or the impact of an Airport tenant’s
local commercial spending.
Induced Impact – Economic impact downstream and beyond the combined direct and indirect
impacts. This is commonly known as the “multiplier effect”. It can refer to services or products
provided to organizations that derive business from Airport on-site businesses.
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Full-time Equivalents or FTEs – A full-time job is considered to be year-round and 40 hours per
week. Airport entities included in the survey were asked to identify the number of FTEs in place.
Input (or Factors of Production) – The ingredients of economic activity; land, labor, capital and
enterprise.
Output – The fruit of economic activity; whatever is produced using the input.
Labor Income – The sum of payroll and benefits paid to workers. Airport entities included in the
survey were asked to provide or estimate annual labor income. Where this was not provided,
IMPLAN can project labor income for most job types.
Value Added – The incremental increase(s) in economic production or dollars with each stage of
production or round of spending.
State and Local Taxes – The sum of sales, property, motor vehicle, severance, corporate, income
and other state and local taxes.
Federal Taxes – The sum of social, excise, custom, corporate and personal income and other
federal taxes.
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OVERVIEW OF STUDY AREA

The Punta Gorda Airport is in Charlotte County, Florida. The County had a 2015 population of
173,115. This is up 8.2% from the 2010 census population of 159,978. County population more
than doubled each decade in the 1960s, 70s, 80s and 90s. Charlotte County comprises the Punta
Gorda, FL Metropolitan Statistical Area, which is included in the North Port-Sarasota, FL
Combined Statistical Area.
The County ranks 29th in the state in population. Sarasota County (to the north) and Lee County
(to the south) are significantly larger in population while the bordering interior counties of Desoto,
Highlands, Glades and Hendry are much smaller in population.

Like other counties on the western side of Florida, land areas near or west of I-75 are well
developed while land east of the freeway is less developed except near highways, such as
Highway 17.

Key sectors in the $4.0 billion-dollar Charlotte County economy include:
•

Healthcare

•

Retail and Services

•

Tourism

•

Realty

•

Education

The IMPLAN Economic Analysis Software develops a snapshot of the County economy. It
captures key macroeconomic metrics related to population, employment levels, income and
compensation and household information.
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It then provides a summary of the local economy in terms of Gross Regional Product (GRP) and
various key economic metrics such as total employee compensation and other measured
incomes. The summary then illustrates total economic output by key sector.

IMPLAN ECONOMIC IMPACT SOFTWARE SUMMARY OF CHARLOTTE COUNTY, FL: 2015
Key Regional Metrics
Gross Regional Product
$4,010,000,714
Total Personal Income
$6,424,638,464
Total Employment
69,821
Unemployment Rate
5.40%
Number of Industries
Land Area (Sq. Miles
Population
Total Households
Per Capita Personal Income

225
694
173,115
75,417
$37,112

Value Added Economic Snapshot
Employee Compensation
$2,123,638,989
Proprietor Income
$323,717,711
Other Property Type Income
$1,148,304,668
Tax on Production and Import
$414,339,346
Total Value Added
$4,010,000,714
Total Economic Output Snapshot
Households
State/Local Government
Federal Government
Capital
Exports
Imports
Institutional Sales
Total Final Demand

$6,782,150,312
$756,855,158
$70,488,771
$1,321,724,561
$1,062,488,662
($5,655,625,727)
($328,081,024)
$4,010,000,713

The economy of Charlotte County is typical of the Florida west coast, however it has less
dependence on tourism than is the case in nearby Sarasota and Lee Counties.

Charlotte County
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AIR SERVICE RELATED ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
The Punta Gorda Airport supports 343 permanent full-time (FTE) airline related jobs directly at
the Airport. Airport based airline employment is across the typical spectrum of airline employment;
pilots, mechanics, flight attendants, ground handling and customer service. Airline service also
requires airport operations by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA). Also, some
portion of both Airport Administration and the Airport’s fueling entity are devoted to supporting
airline service.

It is important to note that Allegiant, the primary airline at the airport at this time, maintains a local
pilot and flight attendant domicile. The carrier also employs mechanics locally to support a based
fleet of six Airbus aircraft. Allegiant’s decision to base aircraft, pilots, flight attendants and
mechanics at Punta Gorda is a major economic coup for the Airport and the county in terms of
job creation and all the economic
benefits that flow from that job
creation.
Punta Gorda’s service network
portfolio is significant. For the
winter season of 2016 – 2017
nonstop service is provided to 34
destinations,

with

Frontier

Airlines having joined Allegiant in
late 2016.

Airline service and traffic have
grown rapidly in the past few
years and in 2016 Punta Gorda
saw total passenger traffic
exceed one million passengers. The 2016 traffic of 1,118,303 total passengers on and off was up
31.3% from 2015, which itself was a record year.
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PUNTA GORDA ANNUAL TRAFFIC 2010 - 2016
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Carriers
Allegiant, Direct Air
Allegiant, Direct Air, Vision
Allegiant, Direct Air
Allegiant
Allegiant
Allegiant
Allegiant, Frontier

Enplane Deplane
Total
Change
90,240
92,183 182,423
146,330 145,296 291,626 59.9%
109,644 109,713 219,357 -24.8%
166,062 167,549 333,611 52.1%
314,244 313,831 628,075 88.3%
418,017 418,455 836,472 33.2%
548,605 549,510 1,098,115 31.3%

Comparing 2010 to 2016, Airport airline traffic is up 502%. Punta Gorda 2016 passenger traffic
fell just short of surpassing the total passenger traffic of Sarasota for the first time in history and
it is very possible Sarasota will be surpassed in 2017. Surpassing Sarasota airline traffic would
be a remarkable achievement for the Airport and community.

The dramatic increases in traffic since 2012 have been driven by dramatic increases in service.

PUNTA GORDA ANNUAL TRAFFIC 2010 - 2016
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Carriers
Allegiant, Direct Air
Allegiant, Direct Air, Vision
Allegiant, Direct Air
Allegiant
Allegiant
Allegiant
Allegiant, Frontier

Seats
Flights
255,447
1,690
384,885
2,568
258,542
1,711
392,202
2,392
778,778
4,695
1,006,982 6,001
1,329,376 7,679

Seats
Seats/Flt Change
151
150
50.7%
151
-32.8%
164
51.7%
166
98.6%
168
29.3%
173
32.0%

Since 2012 annual airline seats offered increased 414% while annual airline flights are up 349%.

The declines in traffic, capacity and flights in 2012 compared to 2011 were the result of Direct Air
ending service at the Airport in early 2012. Growth since 2012 has been the result of significant
year-over-year expansion by Allegiant. 2017 growth will be driven by both Allegiant and Frontier
services.
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Current top markets for Punta Gorda
include

Cincinnati,

Indianapolis,

Lexington, Pittsburgh and Fort Wayne.

Note that some destination markets
actually serve major cities via secondary
airports. For example, the Buffalo/Niagara
Falls Airport is a significant gateway to
Southwest Florida for Canadians in the
Toronto area and Plattsburgh has the
same function for Montreal. Also, Belleville
is a suburb of St. Louis and Rockford is a
suburb of Chicago.

In recent months, Allegiant has added
service to Punta Gorda from major metro
areas like Cleveland and Kansas City so
the current ranking of top destinations may
shift in 2017 and beyond.

Frontier Airlines service includes flights
from

Chicago

O’Hare,

Trenton

and

Philadelphia, however city pair traffic data
for Frontier’s Punta Gorda service is not
available at the time of this report.

Airline Service On-Airport Employment
Airline service at Punta Gorda creates significant on-airport employment. This includes all the
locally based Allegiant employees (pilots, flight attendants, mechanics and management), a
portion of Airport Administration and staff, the TSA, all airline ground handling and customer
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service employees, and a significant portion of on-airport rental car employment and terminal
concessionaire employment. These employee groups total 355 FTE jobs at the airport.
Allegiant Employees – Allegiant bases pilots, flight attendants, mechanics and some management
personnel at Punta Gorda. The company reports a total of 63 pilot FTEs, 89 flight attendant FTEs,
28 mechanic FTEs and 3 management personnel assigned to Punta Gorda. Some number of
pilots and flight attendants live remote from Punta Gorda. After adjusting for that total locally based
pilot FTE count is estimated at 47 and flight attendant count is estimated at 67. Combined total
Allegiant employee FTEs at Punta Gorda is then estimated at 145. This group’s labor income is
estimated at $9.768 million.
Airport Administration and ARFF (related to airline service) – The Punta Gorda Airport employs
46 individuals with 30 being full-time and 26 being listed as part-time. Airport Administration has
a total FTE count of 48 with the group’s labor income reported as $2.4 million dollars annually.
The Airport’s Airport Administration group includes the staffing, commercial expenses and
commercial revenues of the Airport’s Fixed Base Operator (FBO) and the Airport’s aircraft fueling
entity.

Because Airport Administration includes both Airline service related activities and activities related
to general aviation (non-airline) it is necessary to divide the economic impact data and
measurements between airline and non-airline related. Fortunately, Airport management does
that allocation on an annual basis and has provided those allocations for this report.

For the purposes of this report 48% of total Airport Administrative employment and economic
activities are allocated to airline support while 52% are allocated to supporting non-airline
activities, such as general or corporate aviation, flight schools, air charter and air ambulance,
maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO), and other airport economic sectors.

The Airport has an Aircraft Rescue Fire Fighting (ARFF) operation, necessary at any airport with
routinely scheduled air service. The ARFF operation at Punta Gorda has 12 FTEs and annual
payroll of $650,000.

This section will measure the ARFF operation and the portion of Airport Administration economic
activity the Airport identifies as airline related. The balance of the Airport Administration economic
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activity will be allocated to the report section on non-airline activities and impacts.
TSA – As of February 2017, there were 31 full-time employees and 20 part-time employees in
passenger screening duties at Punta Gorda. One of these full-time employees was a direct
employee of Homeland Security while the balance is employed by a private security firm
contracted to provide TSA passenger screening at the Airport. Annual labor income for the group
of 41 FTEs is estimated at $2.9 million dollars.
Airline Ground Handling and Customer Service – Worldwide Flight Service performs all airline
ground handling, including customer service, passenger boarding and deplaning and all aircraft
loading and unloading functions on the terminal ramp. Worldwide Flight Service employs 31 fulltime and 58 part-time employees or 60 equivalent FTEs to perform these functions for Allegiant
and for Frontier Airlines. Annual labor income for this employee group is $1.1 million.
Rental Car and Terminal Concessions – Six brands of rental car are available at the Punta Gorda
Airport. Three local franchisees represent the six brands; an Avis/Budget location, an
Enterprise/Alamo/National location, and a Hertz location. The three franchisees employ 57 FTEs
with estimated annual labor income of $2.1 million.

The Airport has two on-site dining facilities. In the Bailey Airline Terminal (inside TSA screening)
is The Junction. The Skyview Café is located adjacent to the Bailey Terminal and separate from
it. For the purposes of this analysis the Junction will be considered to be associated with airline
service and the Skyview Café will be associated with the non-airline aviation sector. The Junction
employs 17 FTEs with an estimated annual labor income of $350,000.
Total at-Airport Airline Related Employment – Total at-airport FTE employment related to airline
service is 355 with estimated labor income of $18.1 million. The local indirect and induced effect
from these FTEs results in another 294 local FTEs. Total labor income is estimated at $29.7
million and total local economic output is estimated at $116 million. Annual state and local taxes
total $3.4 million and federal taxes total $8.0 million.
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Net New Visitor Economic Impact
Estimating Annual Visitor-by-Air Traffic – The number one industry in Florida is tourism. Visit
Florida, the state’s official tourism marketing corporation, compiles extensive data on Florida
tourism, including data by region of
the state.

Visit

Florida

defines

Southwest

Florida as being the eight counties
along or near the west coast with
Manatee County on the north and
Collier County on the south and
Charlotte County right in the middle.

For the region, as a whole New York,
Ohio,

Michigan,

Illinois

and

Pennsylvania are the top inbound
origin points. For the current PGD air
service (which is city specific rather
than state specific) Ohio, Illinois and
Pennsylvania are among the top
states for inbound origin traffic.

The visitor profile data suggests that
for 94% of visitors, the main purpose
of the visit is leisure.
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Visit Florida’s profile of visitors to Southwest Florida provides the basic key economic impact
metrics needed to estimate the visitor spending economic impact for visitors to Charlotte County.
The profile specifies the average visitor stay is 5.7 nights, the average visitor group as two
members while the average daily spend is $98 per person, excluding air transportation.

The December 2016 Tourism Economics Study estimates out-of-state visitor spending can be
allocated among five primary categories: Lodging, Food & Drink, Retail, Recreation and
Transportation within Destination.

Out-of-State Visitor Spending
Transportation
Lodging

13%
Recreation

16%
16%

Retail

Lodging

32%

Food & Drink

23%

Retail

Food & Drink

Recreation

Transportation

The air services of Allegiant and Frontier Airlines enplaned and deplaned 1,098,115 passengers
at Punta Gorda in 2016. Combined with Fort Myers and Sarasota, the three airports handled
9,957,902 domestic passengers. Per DOT reports, on an annual basis, two thirds (66%) of those
passengers were inbound origin, originating their travel inbound to Southwest Florida.
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The combination of Visit Florida average stay and average spend data, the Tourism Economics
data on allocation of visitor spending across the economy, and the DOT inbound passenger data,
all unite to provide an accurate baseline of Southwest Florida visitors arriving via the existing air
service at the Punta Gorda Airport.

In order to be conservative in estimating Punta Gorda Airport visitor-by-airline-service economic
impact, two forms of dilution are added to the equation during the analysis. The first dilution is an
assumption about how many visitors who used existing Punta Gorda air service for transportation
would have come anyway, either by car or other ground transportation, or through another airport,
if the Punta Gorda Airport air service did not exist. A key consideration here is that Allegiant and
now Frontier, are both ultra-low cost carriers (ULCCs). As such their nonstop service and low fare
offerings dramatically stimulate traffic. Absent the low fare nonstop service of Allegiant, for
example, the number of visitors to the region from central Illinois would be significantly lower than
the 2016 passenger counts recorded from Belleville, Peoria, Rockford and Springfield. The same
argument can be made across the entire list of northern cities with nonstop service to Punta Gorda
from Allegiant and now Frontier.

Unfortunately, there is no mathematical formula to precisely calculate this dilution. In order to
factor in this dilution, 25% of all visitors generated via Punta Gorda air service will be assumed to
have come anyway, even if the air service did not exist. This percentage is arbitrary and simply
designed to recognize some portion of regional visitors via Punta Gorda’s air service would have
come regardless if that air service did not exist.

The second dilution factor is retention of inbound visitors in Charlotte County, as opposed to
visitors-by-air who land in Punta Gorda and spend the bulk of their visit time and money outside
Charlotte County. Given that Sarasota County to the north and Lee and Collier Counties to the
south have more hotels/motels/condos/second homes and tourist attractions than Charlotte
County, this must be considered a significant dilution factor for inbound visitor spending and local
economic impact. This dilution will be added on a sliding scale after economic impact calculation.

Visitor-by-air spending economic impact can then be calculated by combining all the metrics and
variables that have been identified.
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PUNTA GORDA AIRPORT 2016 VISITORS-BY-AIR FROM CURRENT AIR SERVICE ESTIMATE
2016 PGD O&D
1,098,115

% Inbound
66%

Inbound Visitors
362,378

Less 25%
90,594

Inbound O&D
724,756

Inbound Visitors
362,378

Net Visitors by Air Avg Stay/Days
271,783
5.7

Daily Spend
Spending Allocation % Lodging % Food & Drink
100%
32%
23%
$151,818,242
$48,581,837
$34,918,196

% Recreation
16%
$24,290,919

Visit Days
1,549,166

Daily Spend
Per Visit Day Daily Spend
$98
$151,818,242

$ Retail
% Transport
Total
16%
13%
100%
$24,290,919 $19,736,371 $151,818,242

Even with a 25% dilution for visitors-by-air that are assumed to come anyway absent Punta Gorda
air service, the 2016 visitors-by-air are estimated to have generated $151,818,242 in spending
while visiting Florida. Based on the December 2016 Tourism Economics study of Florida visitor
spending, this $151.8 million in visitor spending was allocated as $48.6 million on lodging, $34.9
million for food and drink, $24.3 million each for recreation and retail/shopping, and nearly $19.7
million on at-destination transportation. Each of these sector spending estimates generates its
own economic impact for Southwest Florida.

The IMPLAN Economic Impact Software can take annualized spending by economic sector, in
this case lodging, food and drink, recreation, retail or transport and project the economic activity
and employment impacts for that spending.

The chart on the following page shows the estimated 2016 economic impact (state-wide) of the
Punta Gorda Airport visitors-by-air, broken down by the five economic sectors and then in total.

Spending on visitor lodging is estimated to support 713 FTEs with annual labor income of $19
million via direct, indirect and induced effect. Food and drink visitor spending is estimated to
support 968 FTEs with $25.6 million in labor income. Recreation visitor spending is estimated to
support 592 FTEs with $11.3 million in labor income. Retail visitor spending is estimated to
support 122 FTEs with $3.4 million in labor income and transportation is estimated to support 300
FTEs with 10.6 million in labor income.

In total 2016 Punta Gorda visitors-by-air service supported 2,695 FTEs with $70.1 million in
annual labor income.
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PUNTA GORDA AIRPORT VISITOR-BY-AIR SPENDING IMPACT
Lodging
Output
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total
State& Local Tax
Federal Tax
Food & Drink
Output
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total
State& Local Tax
Federal Tax
Recreation
Output
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total
State& Local Tax
Federal Tax
Retail
Output
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total
State& Local Tax
Federal Tax
Transportation
Output
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total
State& Local Tax
Federal Tax

Full Time
Equivalents
505
118
90
713

Labor
Income
$12,641,586
$3,516,499
$2,934,183
$19,092,268

Value
Added
$28,587,050
$5,261,822
$5,372,673
$39,221,545

Full Time
Equivalents
796
51
121
968

Labor
Income
$20,516,890
$1,188,363
$3,937,712
$25,642,965

Value
Added
$21,747,930
$2,342,181
$7,209,444
$31,299,555

Full Time
Equivalents
485
53
54
592

Labor
Income
$8,082,633
$1,515,207
$1,736,075
$11,333,915

Value
Added
$14,043,159
$2,342,311
$3,177,510
$19,562,980

Full Time
Equivalents
92
14
16
122

Labor
Income
$2,567,949
$344,052
$525,811
$3,437,812

Value
Added
$4,230,165
$636,078
$962,200
$5,828,443

Full Time
Equivalents
153
97
50
300

Labor
Income
$5,386,070
$3,582,922
$1,634,923
$10,603,915

Value
Added
$7,073,247
$4,949,092
$2,994,881
$15,017,220

Output
$48,581,837
$11,029,062
$10,078,606
$69,689,505
$8,672,723
$5,340,673
Output
$34,918,196
$5,079,486
$13,525,067
$53,522,749
$4,686,337
$6,051,905
Output
$24,290,919
$5,102,939
$5,962,240
$35,356,098
$2,989,939
$2,985,652
Output
$6,534,257
$1,419,604
$1,805,669
$9,759,530
$1,217,121
$922,433
Output
$19,556,413
$10,182,076
$5,616,692
$35,355,181
$909,381
$2,476,074

SUMMARY: PUNTA GORDA AIRPORT VISITOR-BY-AIR SPENDING IMPACT
Output
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total
State& Local Tax
Federal Tax

Full Time
Equivalents
2,031
333
331
2,695

Labor
Income
$49,195,128
$10,147,043
$10,768,704
$70,110,875

Value
Added
$75,681,551
$15,531,484
$19,716,708
$110,929,743

Output
$133,881,622
$32,813,167
$36,988,274
$203,683,063
$18,475,501
$17,776,737
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Dilution of Visitor Impact to Charlotte County Only – This study has already discounted visitor-byair data by 25% for an assumption that absent Punta Gorda air service, 25% of PGD air service
visitors would come regardless. The second dilution is for an assumption of how much visitor
spending happens in Charlotte County as opposed to nearby counties such as Sarasota and
Manatee to the north or Lee and Collier to the south. While there is no precise way to measure
the percent of local spend, Charlotte County Tourism officials estimate the visitors-by-air local
spend percentage to be 30%. The chart below has six scenarios for local spend percentage with
the 30% scenario highlighted.
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Total Airport Air Service Related Economic Impact

The total annual economic impact of air service at Punta Gorda, in terms of direct, indirect and
induced effect from employment and net visitor spending depends on what percent of net visitorby-air spending is assumed to occur in Charlotte County. Combining the six local spend
percentage scenarios on the previous pages with the documented on-Airport airline related
economic impact presents six total scenarios for airline related economic activity and impact.

Pages 25 to 28 of this report show total economic impact by scenario and then an easy to read
summary chart on page 28. The 30% visitor-by-air local spend percentage is considered the most
logical and probable scenario.

The chart below assumed 100% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.
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The chart below assumes 50% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.

The chart below assumes 40% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.
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The chart below assumes 30% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.

The chart below assumes 20% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.
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The chart below assumes 10% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.

Even at only a 10% net visitor spend assumption for Charlotte County, the current Punta Gorda
airline service, in total, generates in Charlotte County an estimated 899 FTEs, annual labor
income of $35.9 million, giving an estimated overall economic output of $135.1 million. An
estimated $5.2 million in state and local taxes are generated along with an estimated $8.4 million
in annual federal taxes. The chart below summarizes the six scenarios with the 30% local spend
scenario highlighted as the most probable and logical assumption.
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Airline Related Airport Revenue and Commercial or
Capital Expenditures
Airport Revenue from Airline Service – Punta Gorda air service generates significant annual
ancillary revenue for the Airport.

The Punta Gorda Airport airline service revenue model is unique. It derives most airline service
related airport revenue from the services passengers use as part of airline travel. Most airport
revenue models derive the bulk of their revenue from the airline via landing fees and terminal
space rentals.

However, Punta Gorda recognized ultra-low cost carriers like Allegiant and Frontier prosper the
most when they can offer extremely low fares to passengers. Landing fees and terminal rents
imposed on such an airline mean the airline must raise ticket prices to compensate. The Punta
Gorda model generates the airport related revenues needed to operate the airline service related
infrastructure from the passengers− not the airline. The revenues are derived from various airport
fees on car rentals and in-terminal concessions. This airport/airline service related revenue model
encourages the airlines to add service at Punta Gorda and to maximize traffic volume with lower
fares.
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Airport Airline Related Commercial and Capital Expenditures – All airline related entities and
vendors at the airport were able to provide excellent responses to the Economic Activity survey
questions related to FTEs and payroll used to prepare this report. Unfortunately, as is common
with these types of surveys, there was less response on survey questions related to commercial
spending and capital expenditures. Thus projections of the economic impact of local commercial
and capital expenditures are estimated.

Most aviation related capital expenditure (except for local facility construction) is for specialized
equipment, such as ramp ground equipment or aircraft, which is not manufactured or even sold
locally in Charlotte County. Thus most 2016 capital expenditures related to Punta Gorda air
service, while significant, have zero local impact, since the manufacture and sale of the equipment
did not involve anyone in Charlotte County. It is noteworthy that Allegiant is demonstrating its
commitment to Punta Gorda by purchasing six factory new Airbus aircraft with a value of
$360,000,000, with all six-aircraft assigned to the Punta Gorda domicile.

Commercial spend estimates were received from three of the five airline service related economic
sectors. Limited data was offered in terms of commercial spend within Charlotte County versus
outside the county. Overall annual airline related commercial spending for the five sectors is
estimated at $5.6 million. However, given the specialized nature of aviation related commercial
spending and the proximity of varied business-to-business professional services in Sarasota and
Lee Counties, a 75% dilution is placed on the actual in-county commercial spending estimate.

$5.6 million in annual commercial spending, diluted to a 25% in Charlotte County spend,
generates 10.3 local FTEs with labor income of $436,859 and overall output of $2.1 million. An
estimated $192,593 in state tax and $117,961 in federal tax is generated annually.
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NEW SERVICE IMPACT

The typical Allegiant or Frontier route at Punta Gorda is operated twice a week, with frequency
fluctuations to three or four times a week during peak periods. Some routes are suspended during
slow times of the year such as mid-August to early October.

Based on the economic impact of air service data in part one of this report, a base line projection
of the impact of a new, generic air service, of a similar vein, can be developed.

Since the Frontier service at Punta Gorda is very new, the most recent 12 months of Allegiant
service will, in total, be used to develop the “average” Punta Gorda domestic route. The chart
below shows the scheduled service operational performance for Allegiant for the 12 months
ended November 2016 (the most recent DOT data available) on 33 operated routes from Punta
Gorda. Some routes were flown almost daily, such as Cincinnati, while others were operated only
twice weekly and saw a seasonal service hiatus during the twelve months measured.

From this data, it is possible to generate an estimate of the “average” Allegiant route and from
that anticipate what a generic new route might produce.
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The chart below shows what the average Allegiant route for a new generic service would have
the following annual operational and traffic statistics.

Generic New Air Service On-Airport Employment
New Air Service Airport Employment Impacts – The generic new airline service will require some
additional staffing in the following economic sectors: Allegiant pilots, flight attendants and
mechanics, the Transportation Security Administration, the ground handler, and Rental Car and
Concessions.
Allegiant Staffing – Allegiant bases pilots, flight attendants and mechanics at Punta Gorda as well
as a small number of management staff. However, not all Allegiant Punta Gorda air service is
staffed by local pilots and flight attendants. At least four of the Allegiant destinations served from
Punta Gorda have their own pilot and flight attendant domiciles; Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Asheville
and Grand Rapids. It is also possible Punta Gorda based flight and cabin crews staff some
Allegiant flights between city pairs not involving Punta Gorda. Therefore, a precise annual block
hour productivity for local flight and cabin crew is difficult to estimate.

We do know the generic new route will generate 526.4 new annual aircraft block hours, which we
will assume are staffed by Punta Gorda crews. For this forecast we will assume that 526.4 new
annual aircraft block hours requires two additional pilots and four additional flight attendants.

Allegiant employs 28 local mechanics to support the six Airbus A320s based on Punta Gorda.
The six-based aircraft are estimated to fly 14,119 annual block hours or 504.3 per mechanic.
While aircraft maintenance staffing is not automatically calculated by fleet block hours it is a good
measure of mechanic productivity. Thus the 526.4 new block hours are forecast to require the
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addition of 1.04 new mechanics to the local staff. No additional management staff is assumed to
be needed.
Airport Administration – No additional Airport Administration staff is assumed for the addition of
one new route with 112 annual departures and 32,783 annual new passengers or 16,392 new
enplanements. Should the airport add multiple new routes, some additional airport staff would be
needed in the future.
Transportation Security Administration – The TSA employs 41 FTEs at Punta Gorda. In 2016 this
staff screened 558,471 revenue passengers, or 13,621 per FTE. The new route will enplane
16,392 annual passengers. These new passengers are forecast to require 1.203 additional TSA
FTE employees based on the productivity of the current staff.
Ground Handling – Worldwide Flight Service provides the ground handling for Allegiant and
Frontier. In 2016 the company employed 60 FTEs to facilitate 3,699 airline departures, implying
a per employee productivity of 61.65 annual airline departures. The generic new service is
forecast to generate 112 annual departures, implying the need for 1.8 additional ground handling
staff FTEs to support the generic new service.
Rental Car and Concessions – The three rental car franchises employ 57 FTEs. In 2016 the rental
car group generated 73,424 car rental events. This translates into 1,288 rental events per FTE.
The Airport deplaned 559,832 passengers so there were .13 car rental events per deplanement.
The generic new air service is forecast to generate 16,392 annual deplanements, suggesting
2,131 new annual car rental events. This implies the need for 1.78 new rental car FTEs.

The Junction Restaurant inside the passenger terminal has 17 FTEs and generated an estimated
$1,590,000 in gross revenue. This translates into $93,529 in gross revenue per FTE. It also
translates into revenue of $2.84 per enplanement ($1,590,000 divided by 558,471 enplanements).
The new service’s 16,392 annual enplanements imply $46,553 in new Junction Restaurant gross
revenue. This suggests 2.01 new FTEs at the Junction Restaurant because of the generic new
air service.

In summary, the new generic air service is forecast to create the need for 13.833 new FTEs at
the airport; at Allegiant, at TSA, at the Ground Handler, at the rental car and at the Junctions.
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Generic New Air Service Net Visitor Economic Impact
This report has already defined the estimated net visitor economic impact for the existing Airport
air services for the year 2016. Using the same metrics, it is possible to project the economic
impact of the net visitors generated by the generic new air service.
Estimating Generic New Air Service Annual Visitor by Air Traffic – The Visitor Florida tourism
information in section one defines the average Southwest Florida visitor and that definition will be
used for the net visitors generated by the generic new air service. The DOT point of origin data
for Southwest Florida in section one will also be used for this estimate.

To recap this data, it projects the average daily spend by visitors is $98, the average stay is 5.7
nights and 66% of airline passengers at Punta Gorda are inbound origin. Further it projects 32%
of out-of-state visitor spending on lodging, 23% on food and drink, 16% on recreation, 16% on
retail and 13% on transportation within the state.

As with the visitor economic impact estimate for existing air service, this projection for generic
new air service will have the same dilution factors; 25% for passengers that would come anyway,
absent the air service and a range of visitor spending that would occur in Charlotte County.

The generic new service is projected to generate 32,783 annual passengers and 10,818 inbound
visitors. After the 25% dilution for would have come anyway the annual net visitor total is 8,114.
At a daily spend of $98 and an average stay of 5.7 days these visitors will generate an annual
total of $4,532,362 in spending.
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Dilution of Visitor Impact to Charlotte County – As with the estimates for existing air service, the
visitor spending impact is diluted by a range of percentages to account for Punta Gorda visitorby-air spending outside Charlotte County. Also, as with the existing air service scenarios, the 30%
scenario is highlighted and considered the most logical and probable outcome.

The full regional impact of the generic new air service visitor spending is 81 FTEs with $2.1 million
in labor income and total output of $6.1 million. The 50% dilution suggests half of each of those
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metrics being spent in Charlotte County. The assumption of only 10% of visitor spending occurring
in Charlotte County generates 8.1 FTEs, $209,632 in labor income and total output of $609,012.

This summary chart compares the key numbers in each of the six scenarios to each other with
the 30% local spend scenario highlighted as the most likely.

Airport Airline Related Commercial and Capital Expenditure – No assumption is made on
increased airline related commercial or capital expenditure at the Airport for the new air service
scenario. The existing infrastructure of airline related facilities and processes is assumed to be
able to handle an additional two flights per week. Clearly if multiple new routes were to be added
additional commercial and capital expenditure would be likely, with some portion occurring in
Charlotte County.
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AIRPORT ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
EXCLUDING AIRLINE

The Punta Gorda Airport is a significant local economic engine even excluding all airline and
airline related functions.

In 2016, the Airport logged 80,834 aircraft
operations, up 1.3% from 2015. About 88% of
those operations were general aviation, either
local origin flights or transient private aircraft. Air
carrier operations were just under 10% of the
annual total.

At the end of 2016 there were 399 aircraft based
at the Airport. About 84% are single engine, 9%
are multi-engine prop, 5% are jet and 3% were
helicopters or gliders. The based aircraft count is
up 16.7% from the 2015 count of 342 aircraft.

The Airport master tenant list from January of
2017 shows 43 businesses or entities on the
Airport property. Nine of these can be classified as airline related, eighteen as general aviation or
corporate aviation or aircraft maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO), five are hangar
ownerships and twelve are classified as non-aviation and not dependent on the runways for their
location on airport property.

This section will focus on the economic activity and impact of the seventeen at-Airport entities
that are part of general aviation, corporate aviation and MRO functions and functions related to
those economic sectors.
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Non-Airline On-Airport Economic Impact

The eighteen entities can be classified in five categories; Charter, Flight Instruction, Government,
MRO and Other. The Other category is for the two volunteer groups along with the café.
Air Charter – Air Trek, AEROMED and Classic Air Ventures focus their business on charter. Air
Trek is an on-demand public charter of executive configured aircraft and AEROMED is an
emergency medical helicopter service. Classic Air Ventures offers bi-plane sightseeing on a
seasonal basis. Classic Air Ventures offers flights out of both the Fort Myers and Punta Gorda
Airport and the service migrates to St. Simmons, George between May and October each year.
These three businesses employ 21 FTEs with an estimated annual payroll of $1.339 million.
Flight Instruction – Punta Gorda has five businesses focused on flight instruction, both beginning
and advanced. Some of the five businesses also have flight simulators and some offer FAA testing
for various pilot qualifications or ratings. These five businesses employ 9.5 FTEs with an
estimated annual payroll of $518,000.
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Government – The Punta Gorda Airport has an Air Traffic Control Tower to ensure the safe and
efficient flow of aircraft operations on the field and in the immediate air space around the airport.
The Charlotte County Sheriff’s Department bases five helicopters at the Airport. These aircraft
support the public safety mission of the Sheriff’s Department. These two government entities
employ 13 FTEs with an estimated annual payroll of $900,000.
MRO – There are five Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul facilities at the Punta Gorda Airport.
These businesses provide a wide range of aircraft maintenance and repair capabilities, ranging
from avionics work to major airframe maintenance. These five MROs employ 45 FTEs with an
estimated annual payroll of $2.4 million.
Other – There are two aviation related volunteer organizations at the Punta Gorda Airport. The
Civil Air Patrol is a United States Air Force auxiliary non-profit 501©3 organization dedicated to
aviation education, cadet programs and emergency services. The Experimental Aircraft
Association is a global organization devoted to furthering general aviation. Both have a local
chapter at the Punta Gorda Airport− CAP Charlotte County Composite Squadron FL-051 and EAA
Chapter 565. Neither group reported any FTEs for this study.

The Airport also has a café, the Skyview Café, located on the west side of the Airport near the
FBO and terminal. The Café serves the hundreds of airport or airport business employees,
transient general aviation visitors and drive up traffic. The Café employs six FTEs with an
estimated annual payroll of $169,000.
Airport Administration – The overall employment economic impact of Airport Administration is
allocated over supporting both airline operations and supporting general aviation, corporate
aviation and MRO activities.

As was noted in the airline section of this report, 48% of airport administration employment, costs
and economic impact are allocated to supporting airline operations, leaving 52% of that economic
activity allocated to general, corporate and MRO aviation activities. This sector has 25 FTEs with
an estimated annual payroll of $1.3 million.
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In total, the general aviation, corporate aviation, maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO),
charter, dinner, flight training, FAA tower and Sheriff’s Department employ 119.5 FTEs with an
annual labor income of $6.04 million. These FTEs generate another 92 FTEs via indirect and
induced effect with total FTE generation of 211.8. Total output is estimated at $26.6 million with
annual state and local taxes of $2.35 million and annual federal tax generation of $2.2 million.

General Aviation Net Visitor Economic Impact
Non

In the same manner that the Punta Gorda airline air service brings visitors to Southwest Florida,
so too does general aviation and corporate aviation. In 2016, 35,010 aircraft operations at Punta
Gorda were classified as transient general aviation. That amounts to 96 aircraft operations per
day.

The Punta Gorda Airport Administration operates the Fixed Base Operation where transient
general aviation aircraft arrive and depart the Airport. While precise records are not kept the
Airport Administration estimates there are 25 inbound origin visitors to Southwest Florida per day
via transient general aviation flights. This translates into an estimated 9,125 annual visitors via
general aviation.

We will calculate the economic impact of these visitors in the same manner as was done with the
airline inbound visitors. The formula begins with a 25% dilution to factor in those that “would have
come anyway”. Then the same average daily spend and average stay metrics Visit Florida
provided will be applied to determine total regional spending by category. Then spending by
category will be diluted by increments of 10% between 50% and 10% of total, with 30% favored,
to determine Charlotte County net visitor by general aviation local spending and economic impact.

Visitor Florida survey data suggests the average Southwest Florida and Charlotte County inbound
visitor stays for 5.7 nights and spends $98 per day. Visitor Florida data also estimates that of the
$98 per day, 32% is associated with lodging, 23% with food and drink, 16% each for recreation
and retail and 13% for local transportation. Using the same calculation chart as was used for
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airline passengers it is possible to project general aviation inbound visitor spending totals and by
sector.

The chart suggests $2.5 million in annual regional visitor spending, allocated among the five
spending sectors.
The chart on the following page shows the estimated 2016 economic impact (state-wide) of the
Punta Gorda Airport general aviation visitors-by-air, broken down by the five economic sectors
and then in total.

Spending on visitor lodging is estimated to support 12 FTEs with annual labor income of $317,313
via direct, indirect and induced effect. Food and drink visitor spending is estimated to support 16
FTEs with $426,186 in labor income. Recreation visitor spending is estimated to support 10 FTEs
with $188,370 in labor income. Retail visitor spending is estimated to support 2 FTEs with $57,136
in labor income and transportation is estimated to support 5 FTEs with $176,237 in labor income.

In total 2016 Punta Gorda general aviation visitors-by-air service supported 44.8 FTEs with
$1.165 million in annual labor income.
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Dilution of Visitor Impact to Charlotte County Only – This study has already discounted general
aviation visitor-by- air data by 25% for an assumption that 25% of PGD general aviation visitors
would have come anyway. The second dilution is for an assumption of how much visitor spending
happens in Charlotte County as opposed to nearby counties such as Sarasota and Manatee to
the north or Lee and Collier to the south. While there is no precise way to measure the percent of
local spend, Charlotte County Tourism officials estimate the visitor-by-air local spend percentage
to be 30%. The chart below has six scenarios for local spend percentage with the 30% scenario
highlighted.
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Total General Aviation Related Economic Impact
The total annual economic impact of general, corporate, MRO and flight training aviation at Punta
Gorda, in terms of direct, indirect and induced effect from employment and net visitor spending
depends on what percent of net visitor-by-air spending is assumed to occur in Charlotte County.
Combining the six local spend percentage scenarios on the previous pages with the documented
on-Airport airline related economic impact presents six total scenarios for airline related economic
activity and impact.

Pages 47 to 50 of this report depict total economic impact by scenario and an easy to read
summary chart on page 50. The 30% visitor-by-air local spend percentage is considered the most
logical and probable scenario.

The chart below assumed 100% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.
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The chart below assumes 50% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.

The chart below assumes 40% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.
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The chart below assumes 30% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.

The chart below assumes 20% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.
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The chart below assumes 10% of net visitor spending is in Charlotte County.

Even at only a 10% net visitor spend assumption for Charlotte County the current Punta Gorda
general, corporate, MRO, flight training and related airport functions, in total generates in
Charlotte County an estimated 217 FTEs, annual labor income of $8.85 million and an estimated
overall economic output of $27 million. An estimated $2.4 million in state and local taxes and $2.3
million in annual federal taxes are generated. The chart below summarizes the six scenarios and
has the 30% local spend scenario highlighted as the most probable and logical assumption.
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General Aviation Related Airport Revenue and
Commercial or Capital Expenditures
Airport Revenue from the Non-Airline Sector – Punta Gorda general aviation, charter, corporate,
MRO and flight school businesses generates significant annual ancillary revenue for the Airport.
Non-aviation industrial park tenants also lease Airport land and buildings.

The Airport’s non-airline tenants and industrial park leasers generate $1,797,209 in rental or lease
payments per year for the Airport.
Airport Non-Airline Related Commercial and Capital Expenditures – All non-airline related entities
and vendors were able to provide excellent responses to the Economic Activity survey questions
related to FTEs and payroll that was used to prepare this report. Unfortunately, as is common
with these types of surveys, there was less entity and vendor response on survey questions
related to commercial spending and capital expenditure. Thus, projections of the economic impact
of local commercial and capital expenditures are estimated.

Most aviation related capital expenditure (except for local facility construction) is for specialized
aviation related equipment which is not manufactured or even sold locally in Charlotte County.
Thus most 2016 capital expenditures related to Punta Gorda non-airline activity, while significant,
have zero local impact, since the manufacture and sale of the equipment did not involve anyone
in Charlotte County.

No commercial spending estimates were received from companies surveyed in the non-airline
related economic sector. No data was offered in terms of commercial spend within Charlotte
County versus outside the county. Previous economic impact studies have shown a range of
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commercial spending per airport employee with an average of $16,906 per employee. Using that
average in lieu of local data generates an estimated annual commercial spend for the non-airline
sector of $3,584,072. As with the airline sector, given the specialized nature of aviation related
commercial spending and the proximity of varied business-to-business professional services in
Sarasota and Lee Counties, a 75% dilution is placed on the actual in-county commercial spending
estimate.

$3.584 million in annual commercial spending, diluted to a 25% in Charlotte County spend,
generates 6.6 local FTEs with labor income of $279,590 and overall output of $1.364 million. An
estimated $123,260 in state tax and $75,495 in federal tax is generated annually.
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SUMMARY
SUMMARY

The Punta Gorda Airport is an economic engine for Charlotte County and Southwestern Florida.

•

475 on-airport FTE jobs with an estimated $24.2 million in annual payroll;

•

If the Airport were one company, it would be the ninth largest employer in the county;

•

386 additional FTE jobs regionally from the indirect and induced effects of on-airport jobs

The Airport is an important air service gateway for the entire region;

•

Low fare nonstop air service to 33 domestic destinations, 1.1 million annual passengers;

•

272,000 annual airline visitors-by-air spending $152 million in the region;

•

Inbound visitor-by-air spending supports, via direct, indirect or induced effect, 809 jobs in
the County even after assuming only 30% of spending is in-county;

•

Viewing Southwest Florida as a region including counties to the north and south, PGD
visitors-by-air support, via direct, indirect and induced effect, 2,546 jobs;

•

An aircraft and crew base for Allegiant Air with 183 mostly local well-paying jobs;

•

The extensive low fare air services at PGD hold down air fares at Fort Myers and Sarasota,
saving County and regional residents millions of air fare dollars each year.

The Airport is a major general aviation facility.

•

Home for 399 aircraft and 80,834 flight operations in 2016;

•

18 non-airline aviation entities support 212 FTE jobs via direct, indirect or induced effects.

Overall the Airport is responsible for 1,699 FTE jobs with $60.5 million in annual labor income
with $208.3 million in annual economic output impact in Charlotte County.

Overall the Airport is responsible for 3,618 FTE jobs with $110.4 million in annual labor income
with $353.2 million in annual economic output in the Southwest Florida region.
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